Hi,

We recently updated our eBay Partner Network Agreement ("Network Agreement"), which will be effective as of February 4, 2022.

The update adds clarifying language to the following sections:

- **Definitions - Section V.B1.** now encompasses applicable currency or banking fees. EPN continues to issue any positive balance if a user’s account balance exceeds the required minimum account balance of 10 USD (or the equivalent sum in the applicable currency), or the banking fees applicable to the transactions, whichever is greater. Read more [here](#).

- **Definitions - Section V.E.** Tracking and True-up Payments now focuses solely on cases where EPN continues to determine any discrepancies between intended and actual Qualifying Transactions and conduct true-up payments. Read updated text [here](#).

- **Intellectual Property - Section D1 a)** is updated to include only existing entities and has a new sentence of: ‘...any variations thereof, or any terms confusingly similar to any of the above as determined by eBay in its sole discretion;...’ Read more [here](#).

- **Exhibit A: Code of Conduct - Section J.1.** now has an updated list of Excluded Sites. Read more [here](#).

- **Global Rate Card - Section Payment Structure for Qualifying Transactions** now includes a 4th note that defines when a Qualifying Transaction for a purchase occurs when an end user makes its initial subscription payment for an applicable subscription based service (for example, eBay Plus). Read more [here](#).

The updated Network Agreement is only available in English at present. Translated versions will be available at a later date.

We appreciate your continued partnership. Please contact us if you have any questions about the Network Agreement update.

The eBay Partner Network team
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